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Abstract. About 37 thousand people die per year in Europe due to infections by
resistant bacteria. Fighting antimicrobial resistances (AR) is a top priority to save
lives and reduce costs. AR is triggered mostly by uncritical antibiotic prescription.
This paper presents HAITool, a decision-making information system to support
antibiotic prescription. The system was co-developed together with health
professionals using Design Science Research Methodology, empowered with
innovative data visualization techniques to improve AR management. HAITool
includes integrated visualizations of patient, microbiology, and pharmacy data,
facilitating clinical decision support, antibiotic prescriptions quality and antibioticresistant bacteria monitoring. It also includes an alert module that monitors
conformance of antibiotic prescriptions with norms and guidelines. HAITool is
evaluated using both the Österle principles and interviews with physicians and
infection control team from three participant hospitals.
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1. Introduction
Healthcare-associated infections (HAI) are one of the major worldwide causes of death
and disability, with an important economic impact of several billion dollars/year in the
USA [1]. Antimicrobial resistance (AR) increase even more morbidity, mortality and
costs associated with HAI [2]. Antibiotic (AB) misuse is at the heart of AR: uncritical
AB prescription leads to the development of antimicrobial resistant bacteria [3].
Antimicrobial resistant HAI can be addressed by interventions reducing unnecessary
AB prescribing [4]. However, infection control team spend most of their time on data
collection, suspected cases finding, medical records review, etc., and it is hard for them
to have time for dealing with proactive preventive activities [5]. This problem can be
tackled with computerized surveillance and decision support systems, which have
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proven to be effective in the prescription errors reduction, medical care improvement
and compliance with recommendations [6]. These systems will not replace clinical
judgement. Their purpose is to increase the information available, so healthcare
professionals can improve the decision process [7]. HAI surveillance, clinical decision
support, overviews of complex matters, alerts, and reminders have an added value [8].
Antibiotic Stewardship Programs (ABS) have been developed to decrease prevalence
of AR. ABS could contribute to the optimization of antibiotic prescription, promoting
the adequate use (e.g. dose and duration) and reducing costs [3]. Clinical decision
support systems (CDSS) are playing an increasingly important role in providing
recommendations. The integration of CDSS into electronic health records has been
shown to improve the quality of care and to enhance patient out-comes [9]. Interactive
and integrated data visualization could increase the under-standing of a patient’s
infection status and enhance AB decision-making [10].
2. Methods
This paper presents HAITool, a surveillance and clinical decision support system
expected to contribute to reduce antibiotic misuse and resistance. The project was
conducted using Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) which establishes a
six-stage process, namely problem identification, objectives definition, design and
development, demonstration, evaluation, and communication [11]. In this research case
we propose an instantiation (i.e. software).

Figure 1. HAITool's architecture.

3. Proposal
In this section the HAITool research and co-design objectives are presented.
3.1. Objectives
The objectives of this research are the following:
• Monitoring AB consumption - updated data on AB consumptions is relevant
for monitoring antimicrobial resistance.
• Monitoring AB resistant bacteria - updated data on AB resistant bacteria
rates is important to follow trends and detect outbreaks.
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Promote AB prescription based on guidelines - to have an integrated view
of patient-data and alerts-based on guidelines eases AB prescriptions.

3.2. Design
HAITool is a web-based information system supported by a SQL Server (2012)
database which combines and stores pharmacy, microbiology, and patient-related
information (Fig. 1). The current Extract-Transformation-Load (ETL) module is
written in Java. Regarding data visualization, Qlik Sense is used (with some
extensions). Qlik Sense is the newest release from Qlik, which is also the company
owning QlikView, that have already been used within several healthcare research
contexts [12].
4. Demonstration
HAITool’s demonstration took place in an Intensive Care Unit (8 beds), in a tertiary
Portuguese hospital. The research objectives were successfully achieved: HAITool
correctly portrayed data allowing infection control team to discover AB consumption
levels, rates of AB resistant bacteria and conformance of AB prescriptions.
One of the main features of the solution is the visualization of AB resistance
patterns through simple and clear graphs (Figure 2). The information can be further
filtered by microorganism and ward, which facilitates the visualization. For instance,
color green shows AB for which no cases of resistance were found in a specific
organism, informing physicians about which AB is more likely to treat the suspected
microorganism in the specified ward. In situations where AR is found, the AB is
portrayed by a red color in the diagram indicating that the AB will not treat the patient.
Intermediate resistance is represented by the orange color. In cases where the
microorganism is resistant to an AB in a patient but susceptible in another one, the AB
appears blue. This visualization also allows to filter by patient, which means that it is
possible for the physicians and infection control team to see the antibiogram results for
each and every patient that is (or was) hospitalized.
Other HAITool’s feature is AB consumption. Concerning microorganism’s
monitoring, HAITool allows users to understand the distribution of AB resistant
bacteria by ward. Other feature, the patient’s timeline is an integrated view of relevant
patient events, providing information on data such as vital signs, microbiology
laboratory results, AB consumption and surgery. For instance, a common timeline has
often four sections, namely: length of patient stay, clinical analysis events, antibiotics
consumption, and alerts for ESKAPE+C microorganisms isolation and AB not in
conformance with guidelines The patient’s timeline has appended some vital signs (eg,
temperature, blood pressure and CRP), describing variations in the patient condition.
All features are the result of interactions with physicians and infection control team and
are expected to facilitate the clinical decision support process, as well as to contribute
to the reduction of antibiotics overuse and misuse. HAITool audit module (that deals
with AB prescriptions based on guidelines) appears on patient’s timeline and on the
main page of infection control team, and includes alerts on: AB duration, prescription
and surgery prophylaxis AB. These kind of alerts has been described elsewhere as
effective [13]. HAITool alerts were made based on Portuguese guidelines [14].
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Figure 2. HAITool's microorganism resistance patterns visualization through a donut chart.

5. Evaluation
HAITool evaluation was based on interviews with physicians and infection control
team, as well as by using Österle principles. Interviews evaluated the first cycle of
design and implementation of HAITool. Structured interviews [15] were supported by
a pre-elaborated survey. The overall survey answers indicated that HAITool is “very
++useful” on preventing and control AR by providing AB resistant patterns, AB
consumption rates, enhance the communication between infection control team,
microbiology laboratory, physicians and pharmacists, as well as the relevance of alerts
on AB prescriptions compliance with norms. Design-oriented information system
research must follow four basic principles: abstraction, originality, justification and
benefit, also known as principles of Österle [16]:
• Abstraction: HAITool may be used by physicians and infection control team
to tackle AB misuse at both public and private hospitals. Its data requirements
are commonly available in any hospital.
• Originality: HAITool was designed by a multidisciplinary team including
healthcare professionals, contributing to the creation of a system oriented to
their real needs. HAITool is supported by Qlik Sense, the newest product
provided by Qlik.com.
• Justification: According to WHO, HAI are a major worldwide cause of death
[1]. HAITool is an information system to help prevent, manage and control
HAI that was validated by physicians and infection control team.
• Benefit: It benefits health organizations and the society at large by providing
an integrated view on patient and facilitating the work of physicians and
infection control team. It also contributes to more informed empirical AB
prescriptions, once it allows physicians to check AB resistance, speeding up
the decision process.
6. Conclusion
We have validated HAITool with physicians and infection control team in what
concerns HAI’s prevention, management and control. Still, we are not yet able to
confirm that the use of the system reduces AB misuse and AR levels. HAITool was
debated in the Annual Meeting on Infection Control and Antimicrobial Resistance,
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with an attendance of more than 30 healthcare professionals, including the hospital
administrator, physicians, nurses, researchers, and infection control team. Besides,
HAITool internet portal and periodical reports to hospitals are also enforcing the
communication of the research results. We believe that HAITool achieved the research
objectives, according to the current feedback from healthcare professionals. The next
step is measuring the impact of AB consumption and prescription compliance with the
norms, alerts effectiveness, bacteria resistances and costs. We are also studying the
adherence of physicians and infection control practitioners to HAITool.
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